
Small Group & Personal Reflection Guide

This week we began a sermon series on the Seven Deadly Sins. Each week we are looking at one of 
these sins and how it manifests itself in our lives and behavior. Ultimately we are looking to how Jesus 
seeks to bring freedom, and help one another experience that freedom in our daily lives.

READ
Genesis 3:1-7; Proverbs 16:8; Philippians 2:1-11

REFLECT
1. Pastor Corey defined pride as not thinking much of yourself, but thinking of yourself too much.  
 How does this change your understanding of pride and make it more personal for you?
2. A lot of different expressions of pride were mentioned: anxiety, achievement orientation, 
 a controlling spirit, a superiority complex, an inferiority complex, vanity, insecurity… 
 What expressions of pride do you see most in your own life?
3. How do you see pride expressed in the institutions and society around you that you are 
 involved in, and how might you be affected by it? (Workplace, school, neighborhood culture,  
 etc.)
4. If pride is not thinking much of yourself but thinking of yourself too much, then humility is not 
 thinking less of yourself but thinking of yourself less. Paul instructs us in Phil 2 to have the same  
 humble mind of Jesus. What are some ways that you might turn away from prideful patterns and   
 toward patterns of humility instead?

PRAY
+ Spend some time confessing sin and forms of pride together, and ask for Jesus to make you   
 more like him.
+ Pray that God would give you, your group and our whole congregation a deeper awareness 
 of our need for him and deeper gratitude for his grace
+ Pray for spiritual renewal and revival in our community.

PRACTICE
+ At the end of the day, try doing a “thought audit” on yourself. Ask yourself, when this day have I  
 been defensive, been stubborn, craved affirmation, ranked myself better (or worse) than others,  
 been unable to receive criticism, etc.? Spend some time in confession. Do this for several days 
 and see if you begin to pick up on some of these patterns in the moment and can practice 
 continual repentance and prayer throughout the day.
+ Do something for someone completely anonymously so you can receive no credit for it.
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